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Abstract
Skreppa is modular footwear designed with the ability to swap major components to have
more use cases than a single set of shoes. Shoes available on the market today are meant to serve
one purpose. However, the Skreppa shoe is designed to have a pair of shoes possess the ability to
serve multiple purposes while remaining as a singular pair of shoes. The goal of this modular
shoe is to create an environmentally sustainable product, utilizing recycled materials so when the
shoe reaches the end of its life expectancy, the materials can be broken down and reused for a
future set of Skreppa shoes. Over the course of an academic year, our team followed the eight
phase-gate product development cycle to determine how best to make the shoe. Along the way,
we also competed in a business model competition and a university-sponsored product creation
competition as entrepreneurship ventures.

Background & Motivation
Problem Solved & Importance
The shoe market in today’s society is enormous. There is a myriad of shoe types, makes,
and models that all encompass a wide range of shoe abilities. Each year, 20 billion pairs of shoes
are made and simultaneously up to 16 billion pairs of worn shoes are thrown in landfills. The
modular shoe we are building has upper and outsole components that can be changed on the go
for multiple uses such as a hike, walk, or professional shoe.
Since each shoe has multiple use cases, a single pair could replace several pairs of shoes
in your closet at home. The average person owns, on average, 19 pairs of shoes so this could
eliminate the need for so many different pairs. This would reduce the amount of material thrown
away by end users allowing people to use shoes more effectively. Skreppa also wants to explore
sustainable sole materials that hold up well to wear and tear, while still being flexible enough to
contour to the human foot. In addition to the benefits listed above, another key motivation for
forming this product would be to experiment with new sustainable/reusable materials to reduce
the product’s environmental impact.
Stakeholder Analysis & Operating Environment
Engineers for Sustainable World at RIT (ESW-RIT) is acting as our current voice of the
customer (VOC) within our design process. The short term customers we are pursuing are
outdoor adventurers and active people who need different types of soles or shoe looks for
different uses throughout their day. Other stakeholders include the business planning team which
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is supporting us through the process, our project advisor leading us through this project, and the
team members who are developing the new technology for the modular shoe.
Summary of Customer Requirements & Engineering Requirements & Constraints
Our customer is looking for a shoe which does not show the attaching mechanisms, is
easy to use requiring little time to interchange the major components, is eco-friendly over
alternative products on the market, and maintains a dark toned aesthetic. One of the main
stakeholders within ESW-RIT also required an 8.5 women’s shoe so we will build it around that
sizing to ensure that it fit her shoe size and is comfortable and supportive.
The short term project goal was to include 3 swappable outsoles based on a market
survey, as well as 2 swappable uppers to show proof of concept. The outsoles will be made from
a sustainable/recycled material that passes wear and use tests, and the insoles will feature easily
sourced material based on the design. Long term goals include creating a self-sustaining
company that produces these shoes while also working on R&D for future add-ons. A full list of
the customer requirements is listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Customer Requirements
Category

Description
Holds up to running, cutting, and active use

Durable

Holds up to daily use
Lifeproof
Provides proper arch support to the user's foot

Fit

Ankle support for hiking, user fit for size
Lightweight

Low Cost

Cost per upper is cheaper than half a normal pair of shoes would cost
Outsole cost is cheap against a typical shoe

Aesthetic

Dark colored upper

Ease of Use

Able to swap upper or outsole easily
Reusable/Recycled material for outsoles

Eco-Friendly

Responsibly resource cloth/soft material
Recycled packaging
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From customer requirements, we developed several engineering requirements. Originally,
we had scoped the project to develop the shoes quickly and effectively but later switched to
developing the technology with challenges in developing a modular shoe.

Description of Design
Design Description
The design uses a 2 part cupsole which has one part attached to the upper to be used as a
bridge between the upper and the cupsole. It will also have a front attaching mechanism in the
form of elastic cord and hooks.

Figure 1: Flexible 3D Printed Cupsole
The Satisfaction of Customer Requirements
Over the course of design and implementation, we’ve satisfied several customer
requirements. We created a shoe that used sustainably sourced, often upcycled, materials that
maintained a darker color palette. Additionally, the cost to produce one of these shoes should be
lower than $80 which was good for prototyping as it moves to a higher volume product. Based
on a $600 budget (500 from MSD, 100 from ESW-RIT) we spent a total of $330 which was
below average. A full detailed budget is listed in Appendix B.
Points of Differentiation: How our Design Differs from Currently Available Solutions
Skreppa is unique since there are a limited number of modular shoe products on the
market. Skreppa has an advantage in its modular design which allows major shoe components to
swap in order to increase lifespan, maintain cost advantage to buying full shoes. Compared to
other modular shoes, Skreppa will have a changeover time improvement for the user. To improve
the changeover time, Skreppa aims to be more efficient in the way that the mechanism used joins
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the two components. Skreppa also aims to hide the current joining mechanism in an effort to
maintain pleasing aesthetics. Current alternatives are either designed as modular heels or do not
feature an aesthetically pleasing end product. Links to those alternative shoes can be found and
referenced in Appendix C.

Feasibility Analysis
Data & Models
Fabric & Stitching Components
Stitch Strength
The stitch pattern was selected based on tension strength testing. 4”x4” squares of a
muslin type fabric were stitched together using a handful of potential stitches available on our
sewing machine. A load cell was then used to measure the force required to pull the stitches
apart. We found that the fabric we used would fail before any of the stitches, however, we were
able to look at the deformation of stitches all at 100N of force. We chose to move forward using
stitch 8 seen in the figure below because it had the least deformation of the stitches tested.

Figure 2: Sewing Machine Stitch Style
Fabric Characteristics
While the muslin fabric that we used to test stitch strength began to rip at about 100N of
tension force, the fabric that we chose to construct the shoe had much more desirable
characteristics. We chose to construct the uppers with Sunbrella outdoor upholstery fabric due to
its strength and durability, UV and fade resistance, fungal resistance, ability to clean easily, and
its sustainable background. Sunbrella upholstery fabric is extremely durable, it is reported to
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hold up to a standard pressure washer which typically ranges from 1500 psi to 3000 psi. Since
Sunbrella fibers are saturated with UV stable pigments to the core before being woven into the
fabric, the colors do not fade when exposed to the elements. These uppers are being designed
with a wide range of applications in mind, some of which are very active. The likes of which
would require the fabric to be able to survive sunny days and sweaty socks from time to time.
Sunbrella fabric is fungal resistant and can easily and safely be cleaned with bleach increasing
the longevity of these uppers. Staying true to the goals of the project, we chose Sunbrella
upholstery fabric because sustainability is kept in mind - from manufacturing to the product
itself. All Sunbrella manufacturing facilities are zero waste to landfill focusing and ISO 14001
certified. The company has created a consumer recycling program to ensure proper recycling of
their products. The product itself comes GREENGUARD Gold certified and OEKO-TEX®
certified.
3D Printing Mechanisms
Infill percent
Infill is the structure printed on the inside of a 3D print. When preparing to print
something, a slicing software is used that the user to set a percent infill which impacts weight,
amount of material used, strength, and print time. Most prints have their desired characteristics at
15% infill which is why we chose to start with a 15% infill for our sliding mechanism. However,
after trying to combine the mechanism with Instamorph, this value needed to change. Instamorph
becomes malleable when heated in boiling water which means that the sliding mechanism needs
to remain stable at 100°C. At 15% total infill, holes formed when the hot Instamorph was
directly placed onto the mechanism. Increasing infill reduced warping however increased
material used and print time. We eventually settled on 75% infill because it stood up to these
temperatures while keeping the print time just under the 5-hour limit set by the Construct.
Adding relieving wedge
In order to increase ease of use for the customer, we incorporated a wedge in the joining
mechanism to guide the track into place as seen in Figure 3. This was also included to increase
the life of the sliding mechanism by reducing improper use. We noticed that upon initial iteration
that the print resolution would affect the tolerances and eventual fit of the mechanism. This led
to the extra step of sanding down both male and female portions of the mechanism to create less
friction between the two parts.
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Adding Backing
In addition to the wedge, we incorporated a wall at the end of the track as seen in Figure
3. This was included so that when in place, the track makes a click indicating to the user that the
attaching mechanism is secure. This reduces improper use, extending the life of the mechanism.
Adding Hand Tab
In order for the user to swap out the overall components, they need to be accessible and
passive. After a few iterations, we added a hand tab in the back of the mechanism, opposite the
back wall. This would allow the user to get a grip of the mechanism and be able to slide it out
without any issue. In addition to adding functionality, the hand grip would be a good location to
grab onto should the shoe be exposed to mud and dirt and make sliding more difficult.

Figure 3: Mechanism Wedge, Backing, and Hand Tab
Summary of Results
The modular shoe has the potential to change the shoe manufacturing market and how we
as consumers look at everyday objects. While this product does not work to its full capacity yet,
there were many positive outcomes of this project. We were able to determine that with flexible
printing, a cupsole which has a sliding mechanism can work. We were also able to develop plans
for the next group to create shoes at a high level especially with the upper elements. Ultimately,
this project also taught us to appreciate the amount of design and considerations that go into
creating something as simple as a shoe.
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Discussion & Results
Final Product

Figure 4: Functional Prototype with Low-Cut Uppers & Flat-Bottom Outsoles
Design Sketches

Figure 5: David Cohen Design Sketch
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An Explanation of Results - Expected & Unexpected
Generally, we believed that shoe components were relatively affordable and quick to
source - which was an accurate assumption. We knew that the MSD process was going to be
difficult in the way that materials were sourced and that would be a challenge for us.
Shoes were more complex than originally scoped to be. We found out that there are
different methods of fabrication for different types of shoes, in addition to differing material
properties. We also noted that sewing was difficult at times due to some of the material bunching
up or getting caught along with complications from sewing and threading the needle. In some
locations of the hiking boot upper, up to 7 layers of material was being sewn together.
Additionally, we learned very quickly that Instamorph stuck to PLA plastic and was unable to be
removed - which would effectively destroy whatever 3D printed part we would be working with.
To combat this, certain variations of infill were used which was talked about above as well as
lining any surface that the Instamorph would be in contact with with aluminum foil, which
prevented any adhesion.

Concluding Remarks
The Current State of Project
Our current state of the project consists of several cupsole attempts and uppers which
were developed. We also have most of the back attaching mechanism figured out. By completing
most of the testing of the components and making sure it works with our customer, we created a
basic functional prototype which will have to be improved upon.
Evaluation of Project Successes & Failures
For our design, we evaluated success upon our satisfaction of completion of engineering
requirements which were originally aligned with the customer requirements. Some requirements
that were completed were fabricating a prototype under $80, creating it with sustainable material,
and making sure that shoe color was dark. Other requirements are not ready to be tested because
of the current progress of the project.
Our project had a limited team size with an ambitious scope which was difficult to
accomplish. While it was a success to think that we got fairly far within the development
process, we did not get as far as we would have liked. Our project team worked very effectively
dealing with constraints such as unanticipated events and presentations. We worked around those
constraints to develop a solution that can be improved upon by the next group that will contribute
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to this project. Donations our group helped yield great results prototyping our product. Because
of the donations, we were able to use these upcycled materials to provide value to products
which previously would have been thrown away. Another success of our project was the fact that
our team consistently learned new things pertaining to the project and shoes in general. With a
mentality of trying to learn more each day, our team learned a ton of new soft good development
skills that will be invaluable within the industry. Overall, we had success with purchasing
necessary products and working around products we weren’t able to purchase.
Where we failed as a team was in allocating people to the project and gaining people who
were dedicated to helping the project. Throughout the year, we had several small contributors to
the project but our team struggled at times to get deliverables from these supporting team
members with their own schedules. By this notion, we failed to have enough support and
resources to effectively develop a product that was within our specifications. We also failed to
gain entry into the Business Model competition finals by not being within the top 5 entries.
Sometimes where there could have been an improvement would be to be more proactive in
following through with thoughts or comments and taking the candid approach of not knowing the
answer instead of assuming certain characteristics of shoes.
Project - To-Do Similarly & Differently
For things to be done the same, we suggest to maintain a frugal mindset. By purchasing
only the items and tools we need, we were able to afford more expensive investments, such as
our own sewing machine, while being able to afford everything else we required. We did a nice
job of evaluating every purchase to ensure that it was right for us and could be used to develop
our product. We also took on additional work outside of the initial scope and had the opportunity
to present at the ESW-RIT Winter Banquet, WE Retreat, and RIT’s Business Model
Competition, all were outside of our original scope of presenting at RIT’s Tiger Tank
competition.
Doing this differently, we would have liked to maintain our original scope and develop a
product that was more useful to our end customer. We fell behind at some points of our project
due to an underestimation of the work and with how difficult the construction of unique shoes
are. At times, we had difficulty identifying vendors which had soft goods available for purchase
and were approved by the MSD office. We suggest that more vendors be approved so that we
could source products instead of having to jump through hoops to have products approved to
work on our project. Our team would have liked to do less formal instruction and MSD
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formalities and would have liked to have been more hands-on earlier in the process. Since we
were a small team, it was difficult to prototype and get hands-on shoes and mechanism prints to
hash out exactly how our design was going to work.
Future Work
1. Improve the design and implementation of the mechanism as it integrates into upper and
cupsole elements of the shoe.
2. Develop a more advanced product, 3D printed cupsole with flexible material.
3. Front of the shoe will have to have better securing to upper.
4. Testing to evaluate the adequacy of the design using human trialing.
5. Full life cycle assessment of materials used.
6. Build a robust marketing plan and business plan to sell shoes effectively and efficiently.
7. Business development will be needed to launch this product into a scalable venture.
8. Further Continuation with Clubs & Sponsors
a. Senior Design (Second Iteration)
b. Engineers for a Sustainable World
c. Net Impact Club
d. Studio 930, an Industrial Design series, can accomplish work towards these goals.
References & Acknowledgements
● Senior Design Guide, Jerry Adamski
● Chris Flemming, RIT Industrial Design, ‘19
● Noah Flynn, RIT Industrial Design, ‘20
● David Cohen, RIT Industrial Design, ‘18
● Engineers for a Sustainable World
● The Construct @ RIT, A Makerspace
● Madison Thesing, Business Planning Team
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Appendix A: Shoe Terminology
● Upper: the part or parts of a shoe that cover the toes, the top of the foot, the sides of the
foot, and the back of the heel
● Cupsole: generally harder feeling, offering more foot and ankle support by creating a
thicker barrier between you and your board
● Midsole: midsole is sandwiched between the upper and the outsole
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Appendix B: Senior Design Budget
Purchased Materials
Items

Items with Description

Total Cost

Print Prototype Last

3D Printed Last

$7.00

Natural Rubber

Natural Gum Rubber Sheet

$20.36

Morphable Sheets

Thermoplastic for joining and support

$6.71

Upper Material 1

Sunbrella Cast Shale Outdoor Fabric by the Yard

$19.98

Hooking Mechanism

10 in. Mini Bungee Cord (8-Pack)

$2.87

Joining Material

Weldbond 5.4 oz. All-Purpose Adhesive

$6.93

Grommet Kit

Eyelet Plier with 5/32 in. Eyelets (100-Piece)

$8.55

Tightening Material

Old pairs of laces

$0.00

Sewing Machine

Refurbished Brother 17-Stitch Full-size Sewing Machine

$47.00

Exacto Knives

Craft Hobby Knife Set (16-Piece)

$4.47

Mechanism Iterations

All iterations 3D printed from the Construct

$5.00

Muslin Fabric

Meadowlark Premium Muslin Bleached White Fabric

$12.88

Instamorph

InstaMorph - Moldable Plastic - 12oz (2 White, 1 Black)

$46.97

Needles for Fabric

Universal Schmetz Needles - 5 PACK ( Size #16)

$4.99

Sumbrella Thread

Heavy Duty V46 And V69 Polyester Thread

$5.49

Elastic Gripper 1

Premium 1" Gripper Elastic - Black/Charcoal Gripper

$4.00

Elastic Gripper 2

4" Heavy Weight Elastic

$3.25

Shock Cord

3mm Colored Shock Cord

$1.30

Shock Cord 2

3/32" Shock Cord @ 50¢/ Yard Color: Black

$0.50

Upper Material 2

Sunbrella Cast Sage Outdoor Fabric (1 Yard)

$21.95

Velcro

Velcro Soft & Flexible Sew-On Tape Roll 5/8" x 30" Black

$2.79

Fabric 2

Sunbrella Cast Breeze Outdoor Fabric

$21.95

Eyelets

Dritz Eyelets 5/32" 100/ pkg Brass

$9.15

Elastic

Round Cord Elastic 5yd-Black

$7.11

3D Print Material

Cheetah™ Flexible 3D Printing Filament

$85.00
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Appendix C: Additional References
How to make shoes:
● https://www.youtube.com/user/ICANMAKESHOES
Alternative Modular Shoes:
● Shooz (kickstarter modular shoe):
○ https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/642936151/shooz-worlds-first-travel-shoemodular-and-customi
● Mime Et Moi (higher end heel shoes):
○ https://mimemoi.com/
● KI Ecobe (non-toxin assembled modular shoe):
○ http://kioriental.co.kr/ki-ecobe/?ckattempt=1
Additional Reading:
● “How To Become A Shoe Designer”
○ https://sneakerfactory.net/sneakers/2019/04/how-to-become-a-shoe-designer/
● Design & Production of Sustainable Shoes
○ https://sneakerfactory.net/sneakers/2018/04/design-production-sustainable-shoes/
● Ethical Shoes Guide 1: Talking About Sustainability
○ https://wornvalues.com/blog/ethical-shoes-guide-part-one-talking-about-sustainab
ility
● How To Use A Sewing Machine
○ https://crazylittleprojects.com/how-to-use-sewing-machine/
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